GUINN’S PASS

BY Philip Hoyle
On September 8 Marilyn led us on a picturesque hike up Guinn’s Pass. We started out in two groups one
group preferring to wake up before dawn and meet in Red Deer at 6:00am, we will call this the guys
group (plus one). The other group left Friday night and stayed in a nearby Hostel to be better rested, we
will call this the girl’s group. The two groups met at the Galatea Day use parking lot off Highway 40 in
Kananaskis country. Nice pavement right to the trail head. Some quick introductions were made and we
quickly geared up and headed off into the trees to get out of the chilly morning wind.

The trail began with a suspension bridge that crosses the Kananaskis River and the first 5km of this hike
was a well maintained and signed trail that meanders back and forth across Galatea Creek via several
bridges. Even though you are in the trees there are some pretty sections especially when the trail
crosses the creek and you can see up the rock strewn creek bed. The grade of this section is relatively
flat and it took a while for us to take off our first layers. Everyone was properly dressed in layers as the
weatherman was promising 27 or so degrees by afternoon.
After easily walking the first 5km and passing some lesser used side trails that Jabbar told us would lead
to some Mount Kidd scrambling adventures we turned off the main trail. Marilyn promised us that the
real work would begin in the final 3km and she was right. The grade of the trail continues to increase the
closer you get to the pass as does the amount of loose scree. It was one step up half a step back as the
temperature rose to the promised 27 degrees. But we took time to admire the flowers that were all
around us and to stop and look back at the beautiful view that was developing behind us.

The view from the pass made all the work worthwhile. To the North the haunting beauty of a near
desolate land scape where hardly a tree or a blade of grass could be seen in the bowl below us, to the
South mountain ranges fading into the distance. We stopped for lunch here and some climbed a nearby
ridge to get a view of Ribbon Lake on one side and Lillian and Galatea Lakes on the other. Others that
seemed to not need lunch scaled a minor peak of Mount Kidd.

All too soon it was time to head down. We slip slided our way down the scree in the heat of the exposed
south face and then cooled our self off in the shade by the creek. At the end of the hike again the group
divided in to two. One group headed in search of food and beverages (yes the guys) the other group
headed in search of shopping and deals in Kananaskis Village (yes the girls).

